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A charity to cure by surgery women made incontinent through neglected labour because 
no facilities existed for emergency help 
 
Newsletter December 2012 
 
Dear supporter 
 
Another year has past so it‟s my pleasure to write and tell you what we have achieved 
with your support this year. 
At Kamuli Hospital we are barely keeping pace with the steady flow of injured mothers 
with our visits three times a year.  At Kitovu we have been involved with a regular 
training programme for national surgeons and in the far west we are supporting fistula 
repairs at Virika hospital. 
 
 
Kamuli Hospital 
 

 
Early morning at Kamuli Hospital 

 
Last year I wrote that Dr Aphonsus Matovu our surgeon and medical superintendent had 
been single handed for most of the year. We marvel at his dedication to the hospital to 
keep it running day and night for so long.  Recruitment is always difficult in rural areas. 
Thank goodness he now has three junior Drs to do most of the routine work and he has 
been able to take a well earned break.  
Glyn Constantine has continued his devoted work using holiday time from his consultant 
post in Sutton Coldfield. In our last financial year has made three visits to work alongside 
Dr Matovu. They packed in an enormous amount of work performing 75 major 
operations in the three weeks. Dr Matovu is making really good progress in repairing the 
simpler cases and is experienced in the after care of our cases.  
Sadly Brenda Gray our regular and most valued theatre nurse has not been able to come 
this year due to illness in the family, and we are thinking of her at this difficult time. She 
assures us she will be back as soon as possible. 
I am just back from a one week visit to re-introducing Dr Mhairi Collie back into fistula 
work.  She is a consultant surgeon in Edinburgh and was co-founder of our charity in 
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2003. We made several visit together in the early 2000s. She then took time out to have a 
family and complete her training. After an eight year gap how does it feel to be back? 
She writes 
“It was wonderful to be welcomed back to Kamuli and see some familiar faces, 
particularly Sebastian Waibi, the nurse anaesthetist and Sister Rose.  Sebastian has been 
sole anaesthetist at Kamuli for nearly 50 years, and as usual was a rock of support during 
our full program of 25 major operations this visit.  Sister Rose presides over a rather 
chaotic ward without linen or running water, and often without basic medical supplies.  
The staff carries on despite the shortages and the power cuts, doing the best they can, 
and the patients keep coming for help.  It‟s sad to see new cases of fistula still happening.  
Many more of the women have come to hospital in late labour – too late to prevent the 
fistula or to save the baby, but in time to be saved from dying themselves. It is 
encouraging that there are ongoing efforts to renovate the hospital building. The people 
of this large district desperately need to keep their hospital. 
I am looking forward to resuming a regular program of yearly visits and have already 
lined up some cases for my next trip!” 
 
 
 

 
Dr Matovu with Dr Collie and our patients. 

 
 
Since we started our regular visits in 2000 we have kept accurate records of all the ladies 
treated.  We believe that accurate audit is vital to maintaining high quality work so now 
we have looked in detail at 12 years data. It is reassuring that our results are in line with 
other regular fistula surgeons, realistically we can repair the fistula in 90% of cases but at 
least another 10% still have troublesome stress incontinence. Unfortunately there are 
some stories circulating that the cure rate should be 95% but that is simply misleading.  
An encouraging finding is that patients are coming to us sooner with their injuries. In the 
successive three year periods the percentage who have had their problem six months or 
less has increased from 4.5%: 15%: 19%: to now 23%.  With our regular camps news is 
spreading that most of these injuries can be cured, but there is a long way to go. If we 
can operate upon soon after the injury, her marriage will almost certainly be saved.   
. We still see ladies who have been wet for up to twenty year such is their isolation in the 
more remote villages. We partner with the Uganda village project ( 
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www.ugandavillageproject.com) who find and bring patients to us and support them 
during their stay in hospital and after their return home. This year we have been able to 
make a substantial donation to help continue this work and the education of fistula 
prevention they do on a village to village basis. Loy a cured patient is employed by UVF 
and a key member of the team. 
 

 
Loy with Glyn Constantine receiving a chicken from a grateful Patient 

 
Our analysis showed that 75% of our fistula patients did make it to hospital to have their 
obstructed labour relieved and possibly their lives saved by caesarean section. 
Unfortunately they came too late to prevent the damage of the prolonged labour or in 
most cases to save the baby.  It is also distressing to hear that some patients that have 
experienced delays in hospital.  It is a fact that most government hospitals are very 
poorly staffed and we sometime see damage that we suspect was caused by inexperienced 
Drs operating under difficult circumstances.  

Many more fistula cases are now repaired in Uganda and the MOH have set up an active 
Fistula task force to bring together all those who are working to prevent and cure this 
tragic condition.  Dr Matovu represents us and is able present our views to the MOH. 
We have also sponsored him to represent us at the annual meeting of the International 
Society of Fistula surgeons meeting in Bangladesh this November. He learnt a lot from 
other fistula surgeons and made a presentation based on lessons from our audit of 482 
new patients at Kamuli over 12 year.  
 
 
Kitovu Hopsital. Masaka 
 
Training fistula camps have been running for 9 years thanks to the industry and fund 
raising of Dr Maura Lynch. I have been one of the trainers since the start though recently 
Dr Mike Bishop has taken over from me. We made a very significant financial 
contribution the camps this year which over a fortnight treats upward of 100 patients. In 
August I participated in a workshop for fistula trainers. We had representatives from the 
Ministry of Health and the two funding agencies Engender health and UNFPA „End 
Fistula Campaign‟ together with six visiting fistula trainers and five practicing Ugandan 
surgeons. 
We looked critically at out training results and the costs of running the camps.  Of 32 
doctors who have been to a training fortnight only 7 were thought to be practicing any 

http://www.ugandavillageproject.com/
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fistula surgery independently. On the surface that did not look very productive but then 
the first attendance is only an introduction. We were encouraged by the fact that of eight 
who had come a second or third time, six were practicing in their own hospitals.  
We all gave presentations we had operative demonstrations in theatre from the experts 
among us. The whole exercise was organised by Dr Shane Duffy one of the younger 
generation of trainers and was supported by his fund at Chelsea and Westminster 
Hospitals.  
 

 
 

Maura (centre) with Fistula meeting participants. 
 
 
Virika hospital Fort Portal. Western Uganda. 
 
 After my visit last year to work with Dr(Sr) Priscilla we agreed to fund the free treatment 
for her fistula patients. She is one of the successes of our training at Kitovu. We also 
bought her a reconditioned operating table and had it shipped out and  is now in regular 
use. This year she a worked on 12 patients and we expect the numbers to increase as the 
news spreads of this new service. Fortunately she can refer difficult cases to Kagando 
hospital 3 hours drive away that has twice year visit from two international experts. 
She is so enthusiastic about her fistula work that she made a long round trip leaving her 
hospital at 4 am to travel 200 miles to attend our training meeting. 
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Sr Priscilla with one of our cured patients. 

 
Other activities. 
 
Once again we so grateful for all the donation we have received to allow us to continue 
this work. If you could see the difference this surgery makes to a woman‟s life you would 
have no doubt that your money is well spent.  
 
 

 
A good smile is worth all the effort. 

 
We have had some very generous donations this year from two Trusts but also from 
individuals. Dame Suzi Leather walked the Camino de Santiago de Compostela  this 
autumn and raised £4350 in sponsorship. Mhairi Collie held a fund raising event in 
Edinburgh which brought in £2600. Hilary Webb makes necklaces from antique beads.  
Her sales have produced £2000 this year, a truly wonderful effort while the Broad Haven 
Baptist charity shop in Pembrokeshire continue to raise over £1000 for us each year. To 
these and dozens of other donors our ladies in Uganda give their heartfelt thanks. 
It is the trustees‟ policy to keep a years expenses in reserve to cover our priority work at 
Kamuli in reserve in case of a funding shortfall or unexpected expenses.  
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A great supporter of Kamuli, Rotarian Dr Jim McWhirter is looking at a major 
restoration of many of the dilapidated building at Kamuli. We would like to sponsor the 
refurbishment of our old disused theatre which is currently used as a camping ground for 
our ladies and their attendants.  
 

 
Our old dilapidated theatre. 

 
 We have set aside £10K s for this, which will make a dedicated ward for our ladies who 
at present can only be accommodated in the very overcrowded surgical ward. For more 
information on Kamuli please see the hospital website 
www.friendsofkamulimissionhospital.co.uk  
 
With very best wishes for Christmas and the New Year. 
 
 
Brian Hancock 
Chairman UCIF 
21 Yealand Rd 
Yealand Conyers 
Lancashire LA5 9SG 
brian@yealand.demon.co.uk 
01524 730 223 
 
Trustees: 
Brian Hancock MD FRCS FRCOG(Hon) 
Mhairi Collie MD FRCS 
Glyn Constantine FRCOG 
Brenda Gray 
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